REGISTRATION FORM AT
L'AINDINOISE - GRAND COLOMBIER
Language

Registration date
FRANCAIS

ENGLISH

LAST NAME
First name

Sex
Date of birth (DD/MM/YYYY)

Adress 1
Adress 2

Club
Federation

Postal code
City
Country

Licence number
Does your licence incorporate a
medical certificate ?

Mobile
Mail

Person to contact in case of accident
Telephone

Category

Age

Refer to rules of the event for details of categories.

Reminder : a minor participant must provide parental permission to participate in the
Aindinoise - Grand Colombier !

OFFERED SERVICES
The cost of registration includes :
- Individual timekeeping
- The signposting of the route
- Framing by safety motorcycles
- Medical assistance
- Refuelling on the course
- Coffee and pastries reception at the start
- Access to the bike park and showers on arrival
- The meal on arrival

ROUTE
-

Saturday 17th July 2021
CULOZ > GRAND COLOMBIER
108 km and 3470m of altitude difference +
VAE : 48 km and 1600m of altitude difference +

Informations and complete regulation of the cyclosportive available on the site :
www.cyclosportive-laindinoise.fr

START AND FINISH
Start at the Jean Falconnier Sports Hall, near the camping Le Colombier in CULOZ :
- Reception of participants and handing over of bibs at 7:00 am
- Start 9:30 am
VAE : Start at 9:00 am
Arrival at the top of the Grand Colombier in ANGLEFORT.
Jean Falconnier Hall Sports in CULOZ :
- Showers
Festive Hall Le Phaéton, avenue Antonin Poncet in CULOZ :
- Meals

REGISTRATION


Participation in the Aindinoise Grand Colombier : € 30 or 40 (depending on the date, refer to the rules)
VAE : Participation in the Aindinoise Grand Colombier : € 20 or 30 (depending on the date, refer to the rules)

…………




Meal(s) for accompanist(s) after the stage : + € 15

…………



Insurance Individual Accident (obligatory for no-FFC licence holders): + € 3

…………

…………

TOTAL TO PAY

R
R
R
R

If I am dismissed and that my license is signed by a doctor confirming the not contraindication in the sports practice, I join necessarily a copy of my
license of current validity.
If I am not dismissed or if my license doesn't integrate a medical certificate, I join necessarily a medical certificate of
not contraindication to the sports practice dated at least from one year to the date the event.
I have read the regulations (available on the site : www.tourdelain.com) and accept them in full
If I am a minor (under 18 years) at the moment of the event, I must provide a parental consent in order to participate.

Made in
Signature
Date
Registration form to be completed and returned with the payment to the address below (check or bank transfer)
ALPES VÉLO - 3 boulevard John Kennedy - 01000 BOURG-EN-BRESSE - France
Bank : : CA CENTRE-EST - BOURG KENNEDY - IBAN : FR76 1780 6004 4004 1253 4657 509 - BIC/SWIFT : AGRIFRPP878
Possibility of registration and secure online payment by credit card on the site : www.sportsnconnect.com
Informations and complete regulation of the cyclosportive available on the site : www.cyclosportive-laindinoise.fr
Any registration is firm, definitive, cannot be the object of a refund and is worth unconditional acceptance of the regulation of the event.

